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of them swam up within a dozen feet 

of him and looked him over in a leis 
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five minutes they seemed to have no | 
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Winsome Apparel 
for Spring Wear 

| er-tooth himself struck straight for the | 

ellmbed out, Others fol. 

Half a dozen workers dis | 

appeared in the canals, As inany more 

waddled out among the alders and 

willows. Kagerly Baree watched for | 
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discerned last fall, Is now sharply de 
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Another method of play still further 

discouraged Baree's advances, A short 

distance from the he had 

first seen Umisk there was a shelving 

bank that rose ten or twelve feet from 

the water, and this bank was used by 

the young beavers as a slide. It was 

worn smooth and hard, Umisk would 

limb up the bank at a point where it 

wus not so steep. At the top of the 

slide he would put his tail out fiat be 

hind him and give himself a shove, 

shooting down the toboggan and land: 

ing in the water with a big splash, 
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' Brassiere an Article 

of Comfort and Beauty 
| irassieres are no longer associated 

{ with heavy confining materials or the 
tightly drawn lace models of the past 

| sensons, but are now being shown as 

| an article of comfort and beauty. as 

| well as style. First in importance is 

the uplift model which Paris has de 

| ereed In the return of the molded fig 

| ure. Naturally the fabrics chosen 

One afternoon, when the toboggan 

was particularly wet and slippery 

from recent use, Baree went up the 

heaver-path the top of the bank, 

and began investigating Nowhere 

had he found the beaver-smell so 

| strong as on the slide. He began 

| eniffing and incamtionsly went too far 

1 ap Instant his feet shot out from 

under hun, and it a single wild 

yelp he went shooting down the tohog- 

gan. For the second time in his life 

he found himself struggling ander 

water, and when a minute or two later 

he dragged himself up through the 

«oft mud to the firmer footing of the 

shore, he had at last a very well-de 

tined opinion of heaver play. 
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| but the woven silks of the jersey va: 

riety, nets and fine laces. These bras. 

| gleres are narrow In width and cut 

go as to conform with the natural 

lines, Delicately colored ribbon 

Inge are aged for the elastic shoulder 

| straps and the adjustment bands 

| ACTORS the back. 
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Tweeds for Spring Are 

Thin and Finely Woven 
|  Tweeds have taken on a new supple 

ness this spring. They are so thin 

| and finely woven in some pieces that 

they might be taken for wool volles. 

A% nu rule this material is not for all 

figures. It la too bulky and too stir 

to be used when a slenderizing effect 

{8 desired. A small herringbone pat. 

tern. woven rather finely, is one that 

any woman might wear, Those woven 

in pastel colors shading from light to 

dark are also new, 

The kasha toile Is an attempt to 

make the new kashas thinner and 

more adaptable, These sometimes 

have borders In designs seen on In 

dian blankets made by the Hopls 

  

  

Baree's stay with the beaver 

shows that at bottom he is more 

dog than wolf, and so fitted for 

human companionship,   
  om— 

s— 

(TO BE CONTINUED) 
"A A 

Mind Developed Early 
william Ewart Gladstone, “The 

Great Commoner,” four times prime 
minister of England, was graduated at 
Oxford In 18351, at the age of twenty. 

two, with the highest honors ia the 
classics and mathematics, 
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This Chic Outfit Is 

for Spring Sport Wear | ¥ 
KEEPING WELL 

DR. FREDERICK R. GREEN 

Editor of “HEALTH” 
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DUST IN THE LUNGS 

S° MUCH has been written about 

tuberculosis that any one who 

following cold influenza 

infection, develops a persistent cough 

of or difficulty 

breathing suspected by his family 

and friends and 

| himself of being a victim of this 
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an early 
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The charming coat shown here is a SCA Is 

sport model of orange, green and yel. by pulverizing 

low plaid, with a white fur coliar, and 

lined with white kasha, The hat is of 

green felt 

Or 

Connor of stone 

  

Gold, Silver Negligees 
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RAT-BITE FEVER 

HAT rats 26 deutr 

That 

with 1 

are destructive and dan 

reco 3 
nized 

Black and White Liked 
for Jewelry Novelties 

jewelry 

pests is generally 

rats, carryin fleas in 

germs 

principal 
‘end ‘ Lene] he 

Biaeck novelties f 

a : nlague, are he 
findir a pla among hs 

gt! 
understood 

are the many 
is disease is 

But 

bite, 

another and entirely 

generally known 

has long been known 

in Japan under the name of soduku. It 

has aise been recognized in this coun 

try 

The 

| has generally 

The patient, frequently a child, is bit 

ten by a rat, the wound healing iu 

| three or four days apparently without 

any trouble. In from five days to 

fourteen days, the wound, apparently 

well, becomes swollen, painfol and 

biuish-red, the giands near the wound 

swell and become tender. There is ne 

| abscess and no matter forms in the 

in several strands. all long. and with wound or in the glands. At the end 

a bracelet matching. The long-strand | of two weeks after the bite, the pa 

crocheted beads ne doubt “Welomg to | tent has a chill, followed by a fever, 

the matronly woman who prefers with prostration, pain in the back 

white for summer wear and who does and a sensation of weakness in the 

legs. About twenty-four hours after 

the chill, a biuish-red eruption ap 
pears on the body, which gradually 

| fades gs the fever goes down in the 
next four or five days 

These symptoms then entirely dis 

appear and for four or five days there 

is no trouble, except that the patient 

feels exhausted. This free period. how. 

ever, is followed by another chill, then 

fever and eruption. ‘These varying 

| periods of chills and eruption with 

| periods of no symploms may go on 

for a short or long time, one case being 

reported where, at fourteen-day in 

spreadin also now gen 
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all Rat-bite fever 
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jshesd with animal 
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following 
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the history 
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fet heads 

A pair of pearl 
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with black 
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#s they 
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This season, however, it will be worn 

that breaks the line of the figure 

Period Styles to Be 
Popular This Spring 

Probably the most important and 

gignificant phase of the new méades of ¢ 

or the robe de style, as it is often 

called. 

Costumes of this type have never 

really gone out so far ag evening fash. | 

jons are concerned. Certain designers | tervals, the attacks continued for over 

have always included them in every | elght years 

collection of new models and certain i The cause has been proved to be a 

women who wear this mode with much | peculiar germ found in the rat. These 

grace and distinction have always pos: | garg gre more frequently found in 

sessed one or more gowns of this Char | Guy rug than in the ordinary domesti. 

acter. cuted rats, 
This spring wide, full skirts and | AS : the germ is very much the 

tight little bodices, which distinguish in appearance ns that of wh Pge 

the picture frocks are not confined to | rally occurred to students of the 
evening modes bul appear in the 

smartly simple ittle costumes de Seuse Yo ee 3 usuamtes 

signed for daytime and afternoon | woo .q of Asheville, N. C., a four-year. 

wear. Fashioned of taffeta, thex are | 5 poy pitten in the wrist was appar 
usually in shades of navy blue and ently cured by two injections 

black with a lighter touch introduced | A . 

in sheer collars and cnffs | Rr hile, keep the rats away from  


